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I. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO COMPENDIUM 
a. Executive Summary 

Risk related to digital security significantly affects businesses in G20 Members.1 Aside from 
the broader discussion about cybersecurity, there is a narrower discussion about economic 
aspects of digital security with a focus on the business community taking place. While in the 
past G20 Members have significantly scaled up activities in the broader context of security in 
digital economy there are fewer specific activities and initiatives specifically focusing on 
businesses as well as their risk management and business continuity.  

 

b. Introduction 

The following paper focuses on the topic of “digital security” with a specific focus on the 
business community. It is split into several parts. The first part2 introduces the topic, highlights 
the relevance of the topic for the business community and provides an overview about the 
ability of governments to provide support. In the second part3, the specific situation of small 
and medium enterprises (SME) will be analyzed. SMEs play a major role in the global economy 
and face unique challenges related to digital security.4 This is followed by a third part5 that 
addresses the issues of risk management and business continuity.6 The fourth and final part7 
provides an introduction to the topic of online safety with focus on Child Online Protection 
(COP) in the specific context of digital economy, industry, and G20 frameworks.  

In preparation of this paper a questionnaire was designed and administered with the aim to 
assess the digital security measures and activities in G20 Members. The questionnaire was 
shared with the G20 Members on 29 April 2022. 

 

c. Defining digital security 

In line with a process already started by the Japanese G20 Presidency8 Saudi Arabian G20 
Presidency9, the Indonesian G20 Presidency decided to put one focus on “digital security”. The 
term “digital security” is less frequently used10 compared to “cybersecurity”. When the 
European Agency for Cybersecurity in 2017 undertook an approach to defined terminology in 
the context of cybersecurity it included a broad range of terms ranging from information 

 
1 Regarding the broader discussion in the G20 context, see for example: G20 Digital Economy Ministers Meeting: Ministerial Declaration (G20 
Research Group, July 2020), Annex 4. 
2 See Chapter 1 
3 See Chapter 2 
4 Regarding the economic relevance of SMEs, see for example: G20 Action Plan on SME Financing Implementation Framework: Credit 
Infrastructure Country Self Assessment (GPFI, July 2016), International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 2017; OECD SME and 
Entrepreneurship Outlook 2021 (Paris: OECD Publishing, 2021). 
5 See Chapter 3 
6 Regarding digital security risk management see: Digital Security Risk Management for Economic and Social Prosperity: OECD 
Recommendation and Companion Document (Paris: OECD Publishing, 2015). 
7 See Chapter 4 
8 “G20 Osaka Leaders' Declaration,” G20 Osaka Summit 2019 (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan), accessed July 21, 2022, Issue 11 & 12, 
https://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/economy/g20_summit/osaka19/en/documents/final_g20_osaka_leaders_declaration.html.  
9  G20 Digital Economy Ministers Meeting: Ministerial Declaration (G20 Research Group, July 2020), Annex 4. 
10  As a practical and not necessarily scientific approach a search for terms “cybersecurity” and “digital security” was carried using different 
available Internet search engines. It revealed that the term “cybersecurity” is used about twenty times more often than “digital security”. A 
review of titles of scientific publications revealed a similar picture.  
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security, network security, and cybersecurity to cyber ethics and cyber hygiene.11 However, the 
term digital security was not included. The situation is similar at the international level. United 
Nations General Assembly Resolutions for example frequently refer to cybersecurity.12  

The situation is similar with regard to the G20. As referenced in more detail in Chapter 3, the 
G20 has a long history with regard to digitalization as well as related risk.13 While in the context 
of risks the G20 frequently referred to Cybersecurity14, there were also references to “digital 
security” – for example in the G20 AI Principles.15 as well as “Security in the Digital Economy”.16 

OECD is the organization that is most frequently using the term digital security. It defines 
digital security as the economic and social aspects of cybersecurity, as opposed to the purely 
technical aspects and those related to criminal law enforcement17 or national and international 
security.18  

Following the approach of the Saudi Arabian Presidency, the Indonesian G20 Presidency 
decided, that for the purposes of this paper, the working definition of digital security is based 
upon the definition provided by OECD but even more narrowly focusing on the economic 
aspects of digital security for businesses and in this regard in particular issues of risk 
management and business continuity.19  

 

d. Relevance of digital security and business continuity 

Risks related to digital security do not only threaten businesses but citizens, governments, and 
international organizations. Each of these groups deal with unique challenges when it comes 
to the respective risk landscapes. Government systems, for example, that in some cases do 
not only still operate legacy systems but frequently handle confidential and classified are 
therefore particularly vulnerable.20 This makes them a prime target for digital security related 
attacks.21 Citizens are facing their own challenges. An increasing digitalization of private 
lifestyle – from communication devices to home automation – increases their exposure and 
risk profile.22 However, at the same time this group is specifically detached from related policy 

 
11 “ENISA Overview of Cybersecurity and Related Terminology Version 1,” ENISA (European Union Agency For Network and Information 
Security, September 2017), https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-position-papers-and-opinions/enisa-overview-of-cybersecurity-
and-related-terminology, p 6. 
12 See for example: UN General Assembly Res. 57/239 (January 2003) UN Doc A/RES/57/239 ; UN General Assembly Res. 58/199 (January 
2004) UN Doc A/RES/58/199 ; UN General Assembly Res. 64/211, (March 2010) UN Doc A/RES/64/211. 
13 See Chapter 3 
14 See for example the G20 Digital Economy Ministers Meeting: Ministerial Declaration (G20 Research Group, July 2020). 
15 “G20 Ministerial Statement on Trade and Digital Economy,” European Commission, June 2019, 
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2019/june/tradoc_157920.pdf. 
16 See for example: Declaration of G20 Digital Ministers: Leveraging Digitalization for a Resilient, Strong, Sustainable and Inclusive Recovery, 
G20 Research Group, August 2021; Trieste, 2021 ; G20 Digital Economy Ministers Meeting: Ministerial Declaration; “G20 Ministerial Statement 
on Trade and Digital Economy,” European Commission. 
17 Regarding the criminal law aspects of Cybersecurity see:  
Marco Gercke, Understanding Cybercrime: Phenomena, Challenges and Legal Response (ITU, 2012), https://www.itu.int/ITU-
D/cyb/cybersecurity/docs/Cybercrime%20legislation%20EV6.pdf. 
18 OECD, Digital Security Risk Management. 
19 G20 Digital Economy Ministers Meeting: Ministerial Declaration (G20 Research Group, July 2020), Annex 4. 
20 Miguel Rego et al., “A Call to Action to Protect Citizens, the Private Sector and Governments”, OAS White Paper Series, Issue 1 (2018): p10, 
http://www.oas.org/en/sms/cicte/awswhitepaper.pdf. 
21 William D. Eggers,  “Government’s Cyber Challenge: Protecting Sensitive Data for the Public Good,” Deloitte Review, Issue 19 (2016): p. 140, 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/tr/Documents/risk/DR19-governments-cyber-challenge.pdf. 

22 Regarding the threats for citizens and the changing threat landscape see for example: Canadian Centre for Cyber Security, National 
Cyberthreat Assessment 2020, p.14 et seq. https://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2021/cstc-csec/D96-10-2020-eng.pdf. 
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making.23 Thus, there are various measures that can be taken to create a more secure digital 
environment. 

 

Impact on the business community 

This paper is putting the focus on the business community. While there is space for a 
discussion about exact figures, it is without doubt that risks related to digital security – ranging 
from malfunctions to targeted attacks – have a significant impact on businesses in general 
and those in G20 member in specific.24 This is especially relevant for businesses in the digital 
economy. Their dependence on information and communication technology and services 
makes them particularly vulnerable. Additionally, this paper looks at how the business 
community, or industry, is engaged in extending protection measures for vulnerable groups, 
such as Child Online Protection.  

It is not the focus of this paper to quantify the risks or potential economic impacts of attacks 
but to highlight specific aspects of the broader topic.   

 

The challenges for the business community 

A study carried out for the European Economic and Social Committee underlines various 
challenges for the business community - ranging from general lack of awareness, lack of skills 
and training, inadequate cybersecurity spending, lack of detection capabilities, technological 
vulnerability, lack of incident response plans to average detection times to issues like lack of 
trust in sharing reporting.25 This highlights the complexity of challenges for the private sector 
in general. Successful attacks could impact supply chains as well as essential services and 
thereby disrupt the digital economy.   

For SME, the fact that they often do not have the capacities and organizational structures that 
large enterprises have can be an additional burden.26 A review of some of the guidance 
provided specifically for SME reveals that there wasn’t a detailed explanation to address the 
specific needs of SME be when describing their challenges and counter-strategies.27  

  

 
23 Peter M. Shane, “Cybersecurity Policy as if 'Ordinary Citizens' Mattered: The Case for Public Participation in Cyber Policy Making”, A Journal 
of Law and Policy for the Information Society Vol 8 (2012): p.433 et seq.,  http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2284181 
24 For an overview about the impact of risks related to digital security on the business sector see for example: Shilpa Balan et al.,“Data analysis 
of Cybercrimes in Businesses”, Information Technology and Management Science, Vol.20 (December 2017):pp. 64–68, 10.1515/itms-2017-
0011; For early estimations see: Brian Cashell et al., “The Economic Impact of Cyber-Attacks”, CRS Report for Congress (April 
2004),https://sgp.fas.org/crs/misc/RL32331.pdf. -  
25 Katarina Kertysova et al., Cybersecurity: Ensuring Awareness and Resilience of the Private Sector across Europe in Face of Mounting Cyber 
Risks,(European Economic and Social Committee, 2018),p. 70 et seq., https://www.eesc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/qe-01-18-515-en-
n.pdf. 
26 Regarding the challenges SMEs are facing see below Chapter 4 
27 See for example: European Union Agency for Cybersecurity, Cybersecurity Guide for SMEs - 12 Steps to Securing your Business (July 2021), 
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/cybersecurity-guide-for-smes. 
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e. The role of governments 

Data from the ITU Global Cybersecurity Index28 highlight that over the last years, G20 members 
have significantly increased their activities in the field of cooperative measures, capacity 
development, organizational measures, technical measures as well as legal measures in the 
broader field of cybersecurity. The tools that are at governments disposal are wide.  

 

The tool receiving most attention is usually the development of a strategy.29 All G20 
members have developed national cybersecurity strategies.30 An analysis of those 
strategies shows that while there is a common practice of including references to 
businesses the issue of digital security and especially aspects of risk management and 
business continuity are hardly ever addressed. A common exception is the specific 
protection of critical infrastructure providers and services.31  

In addition to the overall strategy, the formulation of policies32, regulations, and legislation 
are typical tools utilized by governments. However, the situation here is similar to 
cybersecurity strategies – they usually do not specifically address digital security and 
especially not aspects of risk management and business continuity – with the exception of 
regulations addressing critical infrastructure provider.33 

  

 
28 The GCI 2020 Report is the latest edition. This edition as well as previous editions from 2018, 2017 and 2014 are available online at 
https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Pages/global-cybersecurity-index.aspx (last visited May 2022).  
29 Regarding the role of a national cybersecurity strategies see: International Telecommunication Union (ITU), The World Bank, Commonwealth 
Secretariat (ComSec), the Commonwealth Telecommunications Organisation (CTO), NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence 
(NATO CCD COE), Guide to Developing a National Cybersecurity Strategy – Strategic Engagement in Cybersecurity (2018), p.13 et seq. 
https://www.itu.int/dms_pub/itu-d/opb/str/D-STR-CYB_GUIDE.01-2018-PDF-E.pdf.  
30 For an inventory of national cybersecurity strategies see: ITU Cybersecurity Strategy Repository (https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-
D/Cybersecurity/Pages/National-Strategies-repository.aspx), ENISA National Cybersecurity Strategy Collection 
(https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/national-cyber-security-strategies).   
31 Critical infrastructure protection is usually a key component of cybersecurity strategies – see for example: ITU, Guide to Developing a 
National Cybersecurity Strategy, p. 42 et seq. 
32 Rego, “A Call to Action to Protect Citizens, the Private Sector and Governments”, p. 11. 
33 See for example: Directive (EU) 2016/1148 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2016 concerning measures for a high 
common level of security of network and information systems across the Union, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32016L1148.  Regarding digital security standards for critical activities see: OECD Recommendation of the Council 
on Digital Security of Critical Activities, OECD/LEGAL/0456 (2019). https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/recommendation-on-digital-security-
of-critical-activities.htm. 

The ITU Global Cybersecurity Index is a composite index that measures key aspects of 
state-level cybersecurity practices. First launched in 2015, it is based on 82 questions 
across five pillars (legal, technical, organisational, capacity development, cooperation).  
 
Most recently published in 2021, the GCI is designed to drive awareness global 
cybersecurity, share best practices, drive continuous cybersecurity improvement, and build 
capacity in ITU Members. For the purpose of this paper, the GCI is used to map the areas 
of cybersecurity commitment of G20 Members as it relates to SMEs and businesses. 
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Analyzing government activities in the context of digital security for the broader business 
community, risk management and business continuity therefore needs to be based on a 
more comprehensive assessment of government activities including awareness raising34, 
developing a culture of cybersecurity35, coordination36 of different stakeholders including 
public-private-partnerships37, training/education38 as well as promoting a professional and 
business ecosystem.39  

 

II. CHAPTER 2: IMPORTANCE OF CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND ITS 
IMPACT ON PRIVATE SECTOR, ESPECIALLY MSMES 
Industrialized societies depend on the efficient functioning of an array of assets, such as electrical 
grids, transportation, telecommunications, government services etc. These assets are generally 
indicated as Critical Infrastructures (CIs). Although CIs historically were isolated and vertically 
integrated, they have become increasingly interdependent and horizontally ancillary to each 
other.40 Currently, if a CI is affected negatively, there will be knock-on effects to other critical and 
non-critical infrastructure, amplifying the negative impacts and affecting sectors without obvious 
connection to the initial event.41-42 

a. Critical infrastructure, critical information infrastructure, or essential services  

Critical Infrastructure (CI) commonly designate infrastructure which are essential for the 
functioning, maintenance and resilience of vital societal functions that protect the safety, 
security, economic or social well-being of people, and the disruption or destruction of which 
would result in significant impact.43 In the early 2000s, given the high societal reliance on ICT, 
the research and national security communities adopted the term Critical Information 
Infrastructure (CII),44 referring to all “digital assets, networks, services, and installations that, if 
disrupted or destroyed, would have a serious impact on the health, security, or economic well-
being of citizens and the efficient functioning of a country’s government”. 45Although historically 
CII was conceived to be a stand-alone vertical in the CI landscape, todays the digital dimension 
has become so extensive that its concept has evolved to become ambivalent.46  

 
34 Regarding the role of awareness raising campaigns as part of the national response to cyber threats see: Predrag Tasevski, “IT and Cyber 
Security Awareness - Raising Campaigns”, International Journal of Information Security, Vol 34 (2016), p.7 et 
seq.,https://doi.org/10.11610/isij.3401 
35  A/RES/57/239 ; A/RES/58/199 ; A/RES/64/211 
36  Rego, “A Call to Action to Protect Citizens, the Private Sector and Governments”, p. 11. 
37 European Network and Information Security Agency, Cooperative Models for Effective Public Private Partnerships: Good Practice Guide 
(October 2011), https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/good-practice-guide-on-cooperative-models-for-effective-ppps 
European Union Agency For Network and Information Security, Public Private Partnerships Cooperative Models (November 2017), 
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/public-private-partnerships-ppp-cooperative-models 
38 Kertysova et al., “Cybersecurity: Ensuring Awareness and Resilience of the Private Sector”, p. 78 et seq. 
39 Rego, “A Call to Action to Protect Citizens, the Private Sector and Governments”, p. 12. 
40 Global Forum on Cyber Expertise, The GFCE-MERIDIAN Good Practice Guide on Critical Information Infrastructure Protection for governmental 
policy-makers, https://www.meridianprocess.org/siteassets/meridian/gfce-meridian-gpg-to-ciip.pdf. 
41 Roberto Setola & Marianthi Theocharidou, “Modelling Dependencies Between Critical Infrastructures,” in Managing the Complexity of Critical 
Infrastructures (Springer, 2016), p. 19-41. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-51043-9_2 
42 Luca Faramondi et al., “A Strategy to Improve Infrastructure Survivability via Prioritizing Critical Nodes Protection" in Issues on Risk Analysis 
for Critical Infrastructure Protection, ed. Vittorio Rosato and Antonio Pietro(London: IntechOpen, 2021). 10.5772/intechopen.95367 
43 CIPedia, accessed July 29, 2022, https://websites.fraunhofer.de/CIPedia/index.php/CIPedia%C2%A9_Main_Page. 
44 Andreas Wenger, Jan Metzger, and Myriam Dunn Cavelty, “International CIIP Handbook 2002: An Inventory of Protection Policies in Eight 
Countries. Critical Information Infrastructure Protection,” International CIIP Handbook (Center for Security Studies (CSS), ETH Zürich, January 
1, 1970), https://doi.org/10.3929/ethz-b-000325400. 
45 Elgin M. Brunner and Manuel Suter, “International CIIP Handbook 2008/2009 ,” Center for Security Studies (CSS), ETH Zurich, July 2008, 
https://css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securities-studies/pdfs/CIIP-HB-08-09.pdf. 
46 Global Forum on Cyber Expertise, The GFCE-MERIDIAN Good Practice Guide.  
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Currently, the term CII is not just stand-alone CI, but is also cross-cutting and part of each and 
every other CI. CII refers to both of the following: 

1. Information and communication critical infrastructure’, such as mobile telecommunication 
services, Internet Exchange Points (IXP), and domain name services. 

2. Critical information and communication infrastructure within each of the other CI, including 
key administrative systems, cyber-physical systems, and Operational Technology (OT). 47  

This idea has partially blurred the boundaries between CI and CII, and their related protection 
strategies. For this reason, a new approach has recently emerged which changed the focus from 
the “input”, the infrastructure, to the “output”, the service that the infrastructure supplies. This 
approach is more holistic and focuses on protecting the supply of Essential Services (ES), 
meaning these services that are essential for the maintenance of vital societal functions or 
economic activities.48 Examples of this approach include the European Commission’s Directive 
on the resilience of critical entities49 and the European Commission’s Network and Information 
Security (NIS) 2 Directive.50 

To date, countries have adopted different definitions and approaches to CI, CII, and ES within a 
comprehensive security framework at the national level.51 However, regardless of the 
terminology employed, it is important to recognize and address the risks stemming from new 
dependencies and vulnerabilities in critical CI functions due to globally interconnected ICT, the 
use of internet, and ICT-based technologies in the monitoring and control of critical physical 
processes.52 

 

b. Systemic risks, interconnection and complexity 

The interdependence of CI was evident in recent major events that caused broad and 
unpredicted cascades. Examples show that major events, both physical and cyber, and 
degrading essential services can rapidly spread impacting other services. For instance, a major 
disruption in the energy supply can escalate and negatively affects operations in other services 
such as gas, telecommunication, internet, transportation, etc. Events of this fashion have shown 
that the effects are not limited to a single country or geographic area, but they can spread even 
across continents. Also, these incidents can induce repercussions on global financial markets 
both direct (i.e., due to the destruction of part of the telematic infrastructure) and indirect (linked 
to the collapse of investor confidence), with damages of the order of hundreds of billions of 
dollars  

While this example was unimaginable at the time, the growing adoption of ICT in today’s CIs has 
made this interdependence even more complex and widespread. It has also opened CIs to a 

 
47 Ibid. 
48 “Essential Service,” CIPedia, accessed July 29, 2022, 
https://websites.fraunhofer.de/CIPedia/index.php/Essential_Service.https://websites.fraunhofer.de/CIPedia/index.php/Essential_Service 
49 European Commission, Directorate-General for Migration and Home Affairs, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on the resilience of critical entities, COM/2020/829 (December 2020), https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/ALL/?uri=COM:2020:829:FIN. 
50 Mar Negreiro, The NIS2 Directive: A high common level of cybersecurity in the EU (European Parliamentary Research Service, June 2022),  
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/689333/EPRS_BRI(2021)689333_EN.pdf 
51  CIPedia (see footnote 46). 
52 Myriam Dunn, “Understanding Critical Information Infrastructures: An Elusive Quest”, Center for Security Studies (2011), 
https://css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securities-studies/pdfs/CIIP-HB-2006-2-27-53.pdf 
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new array of risks: digital security risks.53 CIs largely rely on digital assets for conducting their 
operations, and a malfunction of these assets is liable to provoke even major disruption in the 
delivery of services.54 55There are also recent episodes of digital security incidents leading to 
the interruption in the electricity and oil supply.  As stated in the OECD recommendation and 
companion document Digital Security Risk Management for Economic and Social Prosperity, in 
today’s economic context where the digital environment has become key to growth and 
prosperity, well-being and inclusiveness, digital security risk should be linked to the broader 
economic and social perspective, and its management embedded in stakeholders’ decision-
making processes.56 

Some of the recent incidents have shown that disruption of operation in essential services, such 
as electric grids, oil and gas, transportation including air traffic management, 
telecommunications can be delivered through cyber means. 

The adoption of technology, and more broadly, the increase of infrastructural complexity, is 
motivated by the need to optimise the quality, effectiveness, and efficiency of services.57 
However, this should be built on a solid security posture. In recent years, the application of 
emerging technologies and ongoing digital transformation is introducing systemic 
cybersecurity risks that are overwhelming the mitigation measures currently established.58  

Digital security failures of CIs pose risks not only to citizens, governments and society, but also 
to industry and businesses, including Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). Essential 
services are crucial for businesses to smoothly run their operations. Any serious disruption 
would negatively affect the productivity of businesses with significant implication for the 
economy and competitiveness at the national level. This is particularly relevant to MSMEs as, 
due to their size, limited economic and organisational resources, and inherent vulnerability 
within global value and supply chain, they have strategic challenges and do not tend to focus on 
business continuity.59 This makes MSMEs less equipped to absorb shocks and recover after 
incidents. For example, data shows that most MSMEs did not survive the COVID-19 pandemic, 
and half of those that survived feared going out of business within three months.60 In the second 
quarter of 2020, the number of working-hours lost equated to 480 million jobs lost globally.61  

With the growing digitalisation and the rapid development of the digital economy, MSMEs have 
become even more reliant on essential services. In addition to traditional critical infrastructures 

 
53 OECD, "Policy Toolkit on Governance of Critical Infrastructure Resilience", in Good Governance for Critical Infrastructure Resilience (Paris: 
OECD Publishing, 2019), https://doi.org/10.1787/fc4124df-en. 
54Giacomo Assenza and Roberto Setola, "Operational Technology Cybersecurity: How Vulnerable is Our Critical Infrastructure?,” Contemporary 
Macedonian Defense / Sovremena Makedonska Odbrana, Vol. 19 Issue 37 (December 2019), p.9-20. 
55  Faramondi et al., “A Strategy to Improve Infrastructure Survivability via Prioritizing Critical Nodes Protection.” 
56 OECD, Digital Security Risk Management for Economic and Social Prosperity: OECD Recommendation and Companion Document, (Paris: 
OECD Publishing, 2015), https://doi.org/10.1787/9789264245471-en. 
57 “Beneath the Surface: Technology-Driven Systemic Risks and the Continued Need for Innovation,” World Economic Forum, October 28, 2021, 
https://www.weforum.org/reports/beneath-the-surface-technology-driven-systemic-risks-and-the-continued-need-for-innovation.  
58 “Future Series: Cybersecurity, Emerging Technology and Systemic Risk,” World Economic Forum, November 16, 2020, 
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_Series_Cybersecurity_emerging_technology_and_systemic_risk_2020.pdf. 
59 “ENISA Approach to Business Continuity for SMEs,” ENISA (European Union Agency for Cybersecurity, January 20, 2016), 
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/threat-risk-management/risk-management/approaches-for-smes/risk-management-for-smes-and-
micro-enterprises. 
60 “Reducing Risk and Building Resilience of SMEs to Disasters,” United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (United Nations, 2020), 
https://www.undrr.org/publication/resilience-smes. 
61 ”ILO Monitor: COVID-19 and the World of Work 5th Edition,” International Labour Organization, (ILO, June 2020), 
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---dcomm/documents/briefingnote/wcms_749399.pdf 
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such us energy and transportation with a high level of interdependencies for businesses,62 
MSMEs have now integrated a set of information technologies upon which their day-to-day 
operations depend. Examples could be e-services, online payments, and payments with credit 
cards, websites, etc. Therefore, the reliability of these infrastructures is a key enabler for the 
economic development of smaller businesses. The capacity of countries in providing efficient 
and continuous services can become a competitive advantage in today’s market. 

The security and continuity of essential services are a key enabler for businesses to grow. 
Therefore, digital security today plays a pivotal role in Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) 
strategies. Policy interventions are required to bring governments and CI operators to build 
systemic resilience and ultimately to establish a fertile environment for businesses and MSMEs.  

This point is very well noted in the OECD Recommendation on Digital Security of Critical 
Activities.  OECD stresses that the security and continuity of essential services should be 
addressed at the policy level by targeting critical operators.63 However, it also recommends that 
it is key to interwind security objectives with what is critical for the economy and society, without 
imposing unnecessary burdens.64 In fact, building security can be very expensive for operators 
and the policy efforts should take into account economic needs. To this end, this 
recommendation identifies three areas of policy action to balance the security and operational 
requirements:  

1 Adapting an overarching policy framework; 

2 Promoting and building trust-based partnerships; and 

3 Improving co-operation at the international level. 

 

c. Critical infrastructure protection and G20 landscape 

The importance of protecting the national environment from digital security risks is widely 
recognised in the G20 landscape. In 2020, the G20 Digital Economy Ministers meeting released 
a declaration reporting example of national and local efforts to support organizations in 
enhancing their security in the digital economy, some of which can be useful for MSMEs. The 
examples in this list show a proliferation of digital security practices including: 

• National Strategies and Plans 

• National Agencies, Centers, and Institutes 

• Policies, Frameworks, and Schemes 

• National Laws and Regulations 

• Standards and Controls 

• CERTs, CSIRTs, and Support Services 

• Capacity-Building Programs and Resources 

• Knowledge Resources 

 
62 S. M. Rinaldi, J. P. Peerenboom, and T. K. Kelly, “Identifying, Understanding, and Analyzing Critical Infrastructure Interdependencies,” IEEE 
Control Systems 21, no. 6 (2001): pp. 11-25, https://doi.org/10.1109/37.969131. 
63 OECD, Recommendation of the Council on Digital Security of Critical Activities. 
64 Ibid. 
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Similarly, according to the latest edition of the Global Cybersecurity Index (GCI) of the 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which measures the commitment of countries in 
cybersecurity, countries in the G20 landscape have all performed in the top quartile reaching an 
average of 19.1/20 in the legal pillar, 18.5/20 in the technical pillar, 17.7/20 in the organizational 
pillar, 18.5/20 in  the capacity development pillar, and 18.9/20 in the cooperation pillar, with and 
overall average score of 92.88 out of 100 (fig n.).65 In particular, the GCI results show that in the 
G20 environment there is awareness about the importance of CI for the society and business 
and all countries have put in place various cybersecurity actions for protecting them.  

Using the GCI results, actions can be broadly grouped66 in the following: 

• Identify critical infrastructure and essential services 

All members of the G20 have formally identified their CI. While there exist a range of 
different methodologies to determine what constitute a CI for the country, these are always 
guided by a detailed risk-based and business-oriented approach. Typically, they include 
sectorial or functional criteria (i.e., dependence and interdependence with other 
infrastructure, scope of impact, and the relevance of the infrastructure for maintaining a 
minimum service supply level (i.e., market share or supply share)). These methodologies 
allow countries to identify all the assets and related operators that, if disrupted, would 
significantly degrade the supply of services and, consequently, the economic activities of 
business players that depend on them. With the rapid digital transformation, businesses 
today depend not only on traditional services such as energy and transportation, but also 
on digital and telecommunication services (fixed and mobile telephone services and 
provision of internet infrastructure, such as internet exchange points (IXPs) and domain 
name service (DNS), among others). By identifying these dependencies, countries can 
better allocate resources to secure their strategic assets.  

  

 
65 “Global Cybersecurity Index,” International Telecommunication Union, https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Pages/global-
cybersecurity-index.aspx. https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Pages/global-cybersecurity-index.aspx 
66 “Guide to Developing a National Cybersecurity Strategy,” NCS Guide 2021, https://ncsguide.org/.  
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• Define baselines 

The vast majority of G20 members have established legislative and regulatory frameworks 
outlining minimum cybersecurity baselines for CI operators. These include high-level risk 
management priorities as well as more specific cybersecurity practices. Just to report 
some, in the G20, 97.5% of members have legally formalised the obligation for CI operators 
of adopting cybersecurity standards and notifying cyber-related incidents. Also, the 
implementation of these measures is periodically audited at the national level for 90% of 
members.  While security is typically a prerogative of the state, the fast development of the 
digital economy means many critical assets are privately owned. Therefore, countries need 
to work closely with the private sector to build security. Establishing baselines goes in this 
direction as it is a way for the government to formulate security objectives that the single 
operators, with a better knowledge of their systems, can implement according to their needs 
and peculiarities. 

• Governance model with clear responsibilities 

Effective CI protection requires that there are well defined roles and responsibilities for all 
stakeholders involved.  This might be particularly challenging in the CI environment as most 
assets are privately owned, and protecting them exceeds the capability of a single, and 
rather it requires a common effort. To enhance harmonisation, 93% of G20 members have 
formally mandated a national entity responsible for being the overall coordinator for CI 
security. Incident response is another key area in which G20 members have established 
clear responsibilities and coordination: all members have a national Computer Incident 
Response Team (CIRT), 95% have established sectoral CIRTs to improve the capabilities in 
the most critical sectors, and 90% run regular cyberdrills to test the existing incident 
response capability. The establishment of a CIRT, and more generally of appropriate 
national incident response capabilities, increases the readiness of business players in 
terms of preventing, detecting, mitigating, and responding to major cybersecurity incidents, 
and to improve their overall resilience and business continuity. For this reason, most G20 
countries have extended the services of national public CIRTs to also include private CI 
operators. Also, some countries have created sectoral CIRTs to enhance the incident 
response capabilities of specific critical sectors. 

 

d. Conclusion 

The digital dimension is growing exponentially bringing opportunities and challenges. In the 
CI landscape, integrating ICTs has significantly improved the efficiency in the delivery of 
essential service and, at the same time, it has created systemic risks which if not addressed 
can offset the benefits of digitalisation. For this reason, countries worldwide need to adopt 
proactive risk management approaches to ensure the security, resilience, and continuity of 
their essential services. Essential services in fact are critical for all businesses, including 
MSMEs, to properly operate, grow and develop. In this perspective, securing the CI 
panorama becomes not only a matter of national security, but also a competitive advantage 
for businesses and the broader economy.  
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III. CHAPTER 3: BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND DIGITAL SECURITY 
a. Introduction: business continuity and digital security 

As posited by global risk reports gathered from World Economic Forum, European Union Agency 
for Cyber-security and global security outfits such as Symantec and Allianz Global,  cyber threats 
are one of the main risks companies face today67-68 and they affect a large percentage of 
companies every year, especially Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs).69 The economic 
impact of cyber incidents can cost between hundreds of thousands of euros to the millions per 
company and per year in the European Union (EU)”.70 

Protecting micro, small and medium scale enterprises (MSMEs) has increasingly become a 
major concern for major world economies today. According to C. Paulsen, small firms are the 
most vulnerable to cyber security threats, and they frequently do not know what to protect. 
Because of the large number of jobs created by small businesses and their total economic 
effect, keeping their information resources secure and assisting small businesses in becoming 
more resilient to cyber threats should be a priority.71 

Christine Berry and Ronald Berry opine that although larger corporations have the capacity to 
address cyber-threat challenges, small businesses frequently do not. Typically, a small business 
owner and his immediate family, as well as a few hired staff, manage a variety of duties inside 
the company. Many small firms are at risk of having their systems compromised due to a lack 
of information technology understanding and resources to recruit that competence.72 

Digital security risk has not been only limited to business and corporations, but has also 
extended to governmental agencies as well. Prior to the internet, the government's main efforts 
in combating insecurity and promoting a business-friendly climate were focused on 
geographical space under its control. However, as the internet ushers in cyberspace, 
governments are finding it more difficult to counteract risks to the economic environment that 
arise outside their borders, as cyber operations expand across international borders.  

The following are just a few examples of how businesses have become more vulnerable to the 
negative aspects of digitalization as digital security risks increase in number, sophistication, 
and impact. Clusit, the Italian association for information security, estimated a global loss of $1 
trillion to cybercrime in 2020, while it exceeded $6 trillion by 2021.73 The United States Federal 
Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) annual Internet Crime Report, reveals that since 2016, more than 
$13.3 billion in losses have been reported as a result of cybercrime.74 In the United Kingdom, 

 
67 The Global Risks Report 2018 (Geneva: World Economic Forum, 2018), http://www3. weforum.org/docs/WEF_GRR18_Report.pdf  
68 Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty, Allianz Risk Barometer: Top Business Risks for 2019 (Munich: Allianz, January 2019), 
https://www.agcs.allianz.com/content/dam/onemarketing/agcs/agcs/reports/Allianz-Risk-Barometer-2019.pdf. 
69 The Global Risks Report 2018.  
70 Dan Tofan, Theodoros Nikolakopoulos & Eleni Darra,  The Cost of Incidents Affecting CIIs: Systemic Review of Studies Concerning the 
Economic Impact of Cyber-security Incidents on Critical Information Infrastructure (CII) (ENISA, August 2016), Doi: 10.2824/475621 
71 Celia Paulsen, “Cybersecuring Small Businesses,” Computer 49, no. 8 (2016): pp. 92-97, https://doi.org/10.1109/mc.2016.223. 
72 Christine T. Berry and Ronald L. Berry, “An Initial Assessment of Small Business Risk Management Approaches for Cyber Security 
Threats,” International Journal of Business Continuity and Risk Management 8, no. 1 (2018): p. 1, 
https://doi.org/10.1504/ijbcrm.2018.090580. 
73 “Global Cost of Cybercrime Topped USD 6 Trillion in 2021 : Defense Firm”, The New Indian Express, 11th May 2022, 
https://www.newindianexpress.com/world/2022/may/11/global-cost-of-cybercrime-topped-usd-6-trillion-in-2021-defence-firm-
2452371.html#:~:text=%See%2022Cyberattacks%20have%20grown%20in%20number,of%20cybercrime%20exceeded%20%246%20trillion.%
22. 
74“FBI: $4.2 Billion Lost to Cybercrime in 2020”, HIPPA Journal, 18th March 2021, https://www.hipaajournal.com/fbi-4-2-billion-lost-to-
cybercrime-in-2020/.  
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data from the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau (NFIB) between November 2020 and 
November 2021, found there was an average of 40,586 cases of fraud and cyber-crime reported 
each month, with each incident typically costing £5,700.75 In Japan, the amount of money lost 
through damages caused by online banking fraud amounted to 820 million Japanese yen in 
202176 This situation could be experienced in any country of the world irrespective of the level 
of economic development as far as the application of digital technology is concerned. Clearly, 
these risks are increasing in scope, frequency and severity and need to be managed in an 
appropriate manner as asserted by studies from Kaspersky Labs, Harvard Business Review, 
Deloitte and Marsh.77 

Given the foregoing, Asen Bozhikov declares that businesses must protect and secure their data 
and information systems in order to achieve a competitive advantage in the global market. 
Failure to do so would expose these companies to dangers that could jeopardize their key 
operations.78 Bozhikov goes further to declare that protecting business data, information, 
applications, and systems against all types of cyber-threats is a challenging responsibility that 
should not be taken lightly. As a result, every business should have a business continuity plan. 
Its mission is to ensure the continuation of vital company operations, minimal business 
downtime, and the quick and painless recovery of key business activities in the event of a 
disruption, regardless of the cause of the event.79 

Business Continuity is considered a professional technique that allows organizations to provide 
service and support to their customers while continuing to operate before, during, and after a 
disruptive event such as a disaster, crisis, technical failure, terrorism, or pandemic. It protects 
critical services by implementing Business Continuity Plans, which are the embodiment of 
recovery methods and strategies for restoring critical services following an interruption. While 
emergency management in the government focuses on incident containment and response, 
business continuity focuses on the continuation of critical services until normal business 
operations resume. 

The Disaster Recovery Institute International's Professional Practices for Business Continuity 
Management defines business continuity as a management process that identifies risk, threats, 
and vulnerabilities that could impact continued operations. This process further provides a 
framework for building organizational resilience and the capability for an effective response.80 

  

 
75 See “Cyber Crime Cost UK £2.5bn  in 2021”, Holistic IT, 10th March 2022, https://www.holistic.it/2022/03/10/cyber-crime-cost-uk-2-5bn-in-
2021/#:~:text=The%20UK%20lost%20as%20much,for%20both%20businesses%20and%20individuals.  
76 See “Japan: Money Lost through Damages Caused by Online Banking Fraud in Japan from 2013 to 2021,” Statista (Statista Research 
Department, April 14, 2022), https://www.statista.com/statistics/866223/japan-online-banking-fraud-damage-sum/.  
77 Lloyd’s Risk Index 2013, (London: Llyod’s, 2013), https://www.ipsos.com/sites/default/files/publication/1970-01/loyalty-lloyds-risk-index-
2013-report.pdf.  
78 Asen Bozhikov, “Cyber Security Risk – An Important Business Continuity Planning Issue for Business Organisations,” in the 3rd International 
Conference on Application of Information and Communication Technology and Statistics in Economy and Education (Sofia: UNWE, 2013). 
79 Ibid.  
80 “The Professional Practices for Business Continuity Management,” Disaster Recovery Institute International (DRII, 2017), 
https://drii.org/resources/professionalpractices/EN. 
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G20 country practices 

For economic growth, efficiency, and prosperity, G20 countries have acknowledged the 
relevance of digital security and the necessity to secure enterprises and related infrastructures. 
In addition to their increased efforts to adopt statutes in various industries in response to the 
realities of unforeseeable incidents that affect trade, key services, and citizens, such as financial 
services81-82, healthcare83-84, and consumer businesses85, the G20 countries have undertaken the 
following notable practices with business continuity significance. 

One action in support of business continuity is the establishment of the Computer Emergency 
Response Team (TR-CERT) in 2013 under the Information Technologies and Communication 
Authority (BTK) in Turkey.86 This strategy and action plan is to identify emerging cyber threats 
and to reduce or possibly eliminate the effects of possible cyber incidences. Here, business 
continuity measures aren't necessarily intended to achieve complete security disruption 
avoidance; rather, they're intended to help government and enterprises determine how much 
and what kind of impact they are willing to endure in the case of a significant incident. 

In support of the Republic of Korea’s Regional Information Security Center (RISC)87 initiative, 
where local SMEs were groomed on developing their cyber security skills, a complementary 
business continuity initiative (Republic of Korea’s data vault project) was instituted. Aside from 
strengthening local SMEs' skills on cybersecurity services and encouraging their investment into 
the cybersecurity network88, mitigating ransomware data loss and leakage via data backup was 
introduced to the SMEs. This eventually led to the formation of SME cloud backup services and 
backup server construction in 2022, as part of a comprehensive business continuity plan aimed 
at preventing data loss in the case of an interruption. 

In Brazil, the National Telecommunications Agency (Anatel)89 was very decisive on business 
continuity. It approved a Cybersecurity Regulation for the Telecommunication Sector at the end 
of December 2020, directing the telecommunications service providers to design and 
implement a Cybersecurity Policy that outlines how the company will manage digital security 
risks, as well as the procedures and controls in place to ensure business continuity and an 
incident response plan.90 

  

 
81 Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council accessed July 29, 2022, https://www.ffiec.gov/. 
82 The Gramm-Leach-Biley Act, Pub. L. No.106–102, 113 Stat.1338 (Nov 1999). https://www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/privacy-
security/gramm-leach-bliley-act. 
83 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Pub.L. No.104–191, 110 Stat. 1936 (August 1996). 
https://www.cdc.gov/phlp/publications/topic/hipaa.html 
84 “Health Information Trust Alliance (HITRUST),” Azure Compliance | Microsoft Docs, June 4, 2022, https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/compliance/offerings/offering-hitrust. 
85 “Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standards (DSS),” Azure Compliance | Microsoft Docs, June 4, 2022, 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/compliance/offerings/offering-pci-dss. 
86 See “Ulusal Siber Olaylara Müdahale Merkezi,” USOM, accessed July 29, 2022, https://www.usom.gov.tr/.  
87 See Regional Information Security Center, KISA, accessed July 29, 2022, https://risc.kisa.or.kr/.  
88  Ibid.  
89 Anatel’s Legislation Website (Agência Nacional de Telecomunicações), accessed July 29, 2022,  
https://informacoes.anatel.gov.br/legislacao/en/.  
Cybersecurity, Agência Nacional de Telecomunicações, accessed July 29, 2022,https://www.gov.br/anatel/pt-br/assuntos/seguranca-
cibernetica 
90 Ibid.  
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In Germany, the government has put in place digital information platform for SMEs 
(Transferstelle IT-SicherheitimMittelstand)91 which incorporates and conveys ideas and 
expertise from business, science, and the IT sector in a specific way that enables them to be 
applied.  

On a multilateral platform, the G20’s Saudi Arabian Presidency has retained knowledge partners 
to discuss Policy Options to support Digitalization of Business Models during COVID-19 and to 
share practices that would strengthen business continuity and resilience appropriate to national 
circumstances.92-93 

While G20 countries continually contribute to improving digital security in their respective 
domains in order to prevent cyberthreats to businesses, the influence on business continuity 
cannot be underestimated. 

 

b. Business continuity good practices, industry standards and frameworks 

Historically, business continuity was designated for essential national infrastructure and large 
corporations. However, today, business continuity is a concern that impacts almost every 
business as businesses are expected to continue delivering critical services even through 
disruption. The question therefore becomes, what business continuity measure is appropriate 
for an organization? To this note, standards, frameworks and good practices are made available 
to guide the correct implementation of a business continuity system and provide a good 
practice framework to assist organizations in managing effectively the impact of a disruption 
to their normal operations. By deploying acceptable continuity standards, framework and 
strategies, businesses are enabled to identify and protect themselves from threats and potential 
failures.94-95 

The objective of any standard is not always to accomplish complete disruption mitigation. Its 
purpose is to assist an organization in determining how much and what kind of impact it is 
willing to accept in the event of a disruption. An organization requires a toolkit to manage itself 
through uncertain times, from cyber-threats to global pandemics to natural calamities, thereby 
creating a business continuity strategy that is appropriately sized for the organization's needs 
by adjusting their level of readiness and timelines for the delivery of critical services in response 
to digital security risks and vulnerabilities.96 

One major reason for this new approach toward cyber threats is liability, according to Asen 
Bohzikov.97 In North America, Europe, and the United Kingdom, there are numerous stringent 
regulations governing the management of personal data, such as the EU General Data 
Protection Regulation, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the Health Information Technology for 
Economic and Clinical Health Act. When it comes to stolen data, their fines and penalties are 

 
91 See Transferstelle IT-Sicherheit im Mittelstand, 5AD, https://www.tisim.de/.  
92 G20 Digital Economy Ministers Meeting: Ministerial Declaration (G20 Research Group, July 2020).  
93 Ibid.  
94 See BSI Group, ISO 22301 Business Continuity Management Implementation Guide (BSI Group), 
https://www.bsigroup.com/globalassets/Documents/iso-22301/resources/iso-22301-implementation-guide-2016.pdf 
95 G. A. Zsidisin, S. A. Melnyk, and G. L. Ragatz, “An Institutional Theory Perspective of Business Continuity Planning for Purchasing and 
Supply Management,” International Journal of Production Research 43, no. 16 (2005): pp. 3401-3420, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/00207540500095613, p. 3402. 
96 BSI Group, ISO 22301 Business Continuity Management Implementation Guide. 
97 Bozhikov, “Cyber Security Risk”, p.188.  
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severe, and there is also the prospect of a criminal inquiry, prosecution, or legal claims from 
customers or workers. The foregoing facts led to the conclusion that compliance with these 
laws should be a top priority for every corporate organization's governing body."98 

Good practices 

Standards provide general guidance for governments and organizations to establish their own 
incident preparedness and business continuity performance criteria. Within these standards, 
good practices are established to combine certain principles that have been independently 
evaluated by a broad cross-section of industry experts. These experts endorse the methods for 
addressing the issue of facilitating a functional Business Continuity Program and allowing 
businesses of all sizes to become resistant to disruptive events while also resuming normal 
operations. Similar to the OECD's recommendation and companion document on digital security 
good practices, among others, professional organizations and associations offer good practice 
guidelines and resources on business continuity planning.99 

Industry standards 

According to the International Standards Organization (ISO), businesses must adopt standards 
for day-to-day operations in order to prepare for the global economy. At the global level, 
standards have been established to promote good practices in security and business continuity. 
While these standards ensure consistency in the application of security and business continuity 
methodology, organizations should witness swift turnaround times following the appropriate 
application of business continuity procedures and guidelines. In order to ensure that the security 
of information and communication technology enhances business continuity capabilities, ISO 
develops a number of standards. 

These standards are developed to establish a consistent benchmark of good practices that 
would meet the needs of customers, clients, the government, and regulators. These standards, 
which are accepted worldwide, provide an international agreed-upon industry reference for 
security and business continuity for organizations globally. They also provide assistance to 
organizations in developing, safeguarding, and recovering from disruptive incidents 
while aiding businesses to identify potential threats so that they could prepare for unanticipated 
disruptions. As a result, businesses can create their own performance criteria for event 
preparedness and operational continuity, as well as design a risk management system that 
meets their requirements.100-101-102-103-104-105-106 

 
98 Bozhikov, “Cyber Security Risk”, p.189. 
99 See OECD,”Digital Security Risk Management”, 2015; The Business Continuity Institute (BCI), https://www.thebci.org; Disaster Recovery 
Institute International (DRII),www.drii.com   
100 Dan Wilder, The New Business Continuity Model (CBRA, October 6, 2008), p6.  
101 See BSI Group, Transition Guide: Moving from BS25999-2 to ISO 22301 The New International Standard for Business Continuity Management 
Systems, https://www.bsigroup.com/Documents/iso-22301/resources/BSI-BS25999-to-ISO22301-Transition-UK-EN.pdf.  
102 Tony Bevan, ISO 22301:2019 Business Continuity Standard Implementation Guide (NQA,2019), p.4, 
https://www.nqa.com/medialibraries/NQA/NQA-Media-Library/PDFs/NQA-ISO-22301-Implementation-Guide.pdf. 
103 Dejan Kosutic, “Information Security & Business Continuity Standards,” Advisera, accessed July 29, 2022, 
https://advisera.com/27001academy/knowledgebase/information-security-business-continuity-standards/.  
104 Wilder, The New Business Continuity Model, p6. 
105 Haris Hamidovic, “An Introduction to Incident Preparedness and Operational Continuity Management Based on ISO/PAS 22399:2007”, 
ISACA (2011), 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/254863891_An_Introduction_to_Incident_Preparedness_and_Operational_Continuity_Management_
Based_on_ISOPAS_223992007.  
106 “ISO Publishes International Benchmark ISO 22399”, Continuity Forum, https://www.continuityforum.org/content/news/75547/iso-
publishes-international-benchmark-iso-22399.  
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Frameworks 

The Business Continuity Plan provides a framework of activities to enable organizations 
continue and swiftly recover critical business processes in the event of a disruption to regular 
operations. A framework defines the methodology and the continuity operations required to 
support the organization's core business services. It specifies personnel roles and duties; lays 
out succession plans, communication protocols, plan activation and deactivation protocols; 
provides alternate work locations, and a strategy for retaining and restoring access to important 
records. The Business Continuity Framework establishes methods and techniques for 
businesses to maintain operational continuity in the event of differing disruption scenarios that 
could occur in isolation or in combination. 

The framework serves as a template that may be adjusted at each step to meet the needs of 
the business owner or the situation. In other words, it is subjected to changes and 
modifications.107 

 

c. Conclusion 

The emergence of digital security risks will continue to increase as information technologies 
become more integrated in business operations and communications with customers and 
vendors. Unless these risks are quickly identified and effectively managed, business losses are 
bound to be incurred. According to the OECD’s recommendation on Digital Security Risk 
Management for Economic and Social Prosperity, a completely safe and secure digital 
environment where incidents are always avoided cannot be achieved. Despite the 
implementation and proper management of robust security measures, incidents can still 
happen and consequently impact social and economic activities. Therefore, managing the risks 
associated with digital security should not be confined to the implementation of security 
measures alone, but also involve a preparedness and continuity plan.108 

Threat-wise, digital security risk places our businesses in a state of anticipation and expectancy. 
Although many of these risks are unforeseen, some are predictable. As a result, digital security 
requires preparedness – a clear call to the business continuity practice. Pro-actively, business 
continuity risk assessments measures can check the susceptibility of the businesses in light of 
the numerous digital threats that abound. If these threats materialize, reactive mitigation 
options and controls, alongside recovery procedures are activated. Business continuity further 
ensures that businesses activities are restored, and operations returned to a functional status.  

  

 
107 See National Institute of Technology (NIST), https://www.algosec.com/resources/nist-standards/. 
108 OECD, Digital Security Risk Management. 
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Lessons Learned 

To ensure that an appropriate balance is struck between digital security risk and business 
continuity planning, governments and industry leaders should work together on information 
sharing, capacity building, and education campaigns related to these issues. These initiatives 
will boost nations', governments', and companies' resilience in protecting their assets and 
ensuring the safety of their communities, citizens, and organizations. Government should 
encourage and support institutions and agencies that promote good practices in the areas of 
security and business continuity planning not only in their countries but across borders, in 
addition to increasing risk management compliance through regulatory obligations placed on 
businesses. 

Governments and industry leaders should ensure that management of digital security risks is 
transparent and consistent with ethical, societal, and fundamental values such as data privacy, 
information confidentiality, data assurance, and integrity, among others. They should also 
promote public awareness on digital security risks and equip organizations, including 
governments, with the skills and information to comprehend and manage these risks, including 
through business continuity planning. Both government and industry leaders should encourage 
their management teams to assume responsibility for the security risks in their operations and 
to accept accountability for the decisions they make. 109 

 

IV. CHAPTER 4: ADDRESSING CHILD ONLINE PROTECTION IN G20 MEMBER 
STATES FROM INDUSTRY  
Risks concerning the safety of children online have never been more pronounced. Today, young 
people are 1.24 times110 more likely than the rest of the population to connect to the Internet, but 
more than 70%111 of them are also facing various kinds of online risks worldwide. To address this 
exigent challenge, key policy frameworks on international and national levels have been launched 
to request collaboration from different stakeholders in the child online protection (COP) 
ecosystem, including the industry, educators, parents and carers, and children themselves.  

The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, the Children’s Rights and 
Business Principles call on businesses to meet their responsibility to respect children’s rights by 
avoiding any adverse impacts linked to their operations, products or services112-113. The role of the 
industry for child online protection is therefore paramount, as businesses should ensure children’s 
rights both to online protection as well as to access to information and freedom of expression, 
while promoting children’s positive use of ICTs. 

The digital economy can highly benefit from industry encouraging and empowering children and 
young people to participate in the safe digital environment, by highlighting the benefits of using the 

 
109 Ibid. 
110 International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Measuring Digital Development: Facts and Figures 2021 (Geneva: ITU Publications, 2021), 
https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/facts/FactsFigures2021.pdf.  
111 “Safer Internet Day: UNICEF Calls for Concerted Action to Prevent Bullying and Harassment for the over 70 per Cent of Young People Online 
Worldwide,” UNICEF, February 5, 2019, https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/safer-internet-day-unicef-calls-concerted-action-prevent-
bullying-and-harassment. 
112 United Nations Human Rights OHC, “Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations ‘Protect, Respect 
and Remedy’ Framework”, (New York & Geneva: United Nations, 2011), 
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf.  
113 UNICEF, The Global Compact & Save the Children, Children’s Rights and Business Principles (2012-2015), https://childrenandbusiness.org. 
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internet and facilitating their participation in public life, collaboration, entrepreneurship, and civic 
participation. 

Indeed, ICT businesses have an important role to play in creating a safer digital environment for 
children and young people by adopting safety, privacy by design principles in technologies and 
services offered, in combatting CSAM/CSEM (child sexual abuse material/child sexual exploitation 
material), offer tools for reporting inappropriate content, contact and misuse, as well as educate 
customers on how to manage spam, data-theft, and other digital security risks, and much more.  

Additionally, it is important to highlight the risks concerning the safety of women online. Women 
and girls face additional risks when engaging in the online environment. International research has 
highlighted how women are more likely to be targeted by online abuse.114 Therefore, there is a need 
to consider women’s online safety, in addition to children, to ensure an inclusive digital 
transformation while leaving no one behind.  

This chapter is interested in stocktaking G20 Members’ policies that target and involve the ICT 
industry, as internet service providers bear a significant role in creating products that are safe to 
be used by children and to prevent and address COP challenges. In addition to listing G20 Members’ 
frameworks, this chapter also identifies their alignment with the United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of the Child and the General comment No. 25 (2021) on children’s rights in relation to the 
digital environment of the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (OHCHR),115 the ITU guideline 
on Child Online Protection Guideline for Policy Makers (2020)116, the OECD’s reports on online 
safety (2020) 117and its Recommendation of the Council on Children in the Digital Environment 
(2021),118 and Australia's eSafety Commissioner's online safety principles.119 

a. A Brief Look into International Approaches 

The challenge of protecting children online, has driven several key stakeholders to devise 
policy recommendations.  

For instance, in 2020, ITU released the fully updated guidelines on child online protection for 
policy makers and the industry (among a total of four different sets of guidelines targeting 
policymakers, children, parents, carers and guardians), and emphasized the role of industry in 
preventing, addressing, and reporting COP-related challenges and guiding governments in their 
efforts to involve and collaborate with industry in better protecting and empowering children 
in the online environment.120 

Also in 2020, the OECD published a report on “Protecting children online: An overview of recent 
developments in legal frameworks and policies,” in which it has identified both new and 

 
114  “Know the facts about women online.” eSafety Commissioner. Australian Government. Accessed August 23, 2022. 
https://www.esafety.gov.au/women/know-facts-about-women-online 
115 UN General Assembly Res. No 44/25 (September 1990), https://www.ohchr.org/en/instruments-mechanisms/instruments/convention-
rights-child. United Nations, General Comment No. 25 on Children’s Rights in Relation to the Digital Environment (March 2, 2021), 
CRC/C/GC/25. https://www.ohchr.org/en/documents/general-comments-and-recommendations/general-comment-no-25-2021-childrens-
rights-relation. 
116 International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Guidelines for Policymakers on Child Online Protection 2020, https://www.itu-cop-
guidelines.com/_files/ugd/24bbaa_b5fec426d50d4a21b721489099b5781f.pdf. 
117 OECD, "Protecting Children Online: An Overview of Recent Developments in Legal Frameworks and Policies", OECD Digital Economy Papers, 
No. 295, (Paris: OECD Publishing, 2020), https://doi.org/10.1787/9e0e49a9-en. 
118 OECD, Recommendation of the Council on Children in the Digital Environment OECD/LEGAL/0389, 
https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0389. 
119 “Principles and Background,” eSafety Commissioner (Australian Government), accessed August 1, 2022, 
https://www.esafety.gov.au/industry/safety-by-design/principles-and-background. 
120 ITU, Guidelines for Policymakers on Child Online Protection 2020. International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Guidelines for Industry on 
Child Online Protection 2020, https://www.itu-cop-guidelines.com/_files/ugd/24bbaa_967b2ded811f48c6b57c7c5f68e58a02.pdf. 
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existing risks associated with access and use of online means by children and summarized 
the current policy gaps. In terms of risks faced by children online, the OECD has determined: 
1) bullying, harassment, and sexual exploitation would continue to be the highest-ranking risks; 
2) safeguarding concerns are also rising as children have more encounters with the IoT 
(Internet of Things) and artificial intelligence, and as they are being increasingly positioned in 
circumstances where they are not even aware they are connected to the internet and/or their 
personal information is being collected.121 Regarding existing national and multinational 
frameworks ensuring children’s online safety, the OECD has acknowledged some effective 
measures, including “wide-ranging legislative responses targeting different types of risks” and 
the “establishment of a single oversight body.” Yet meanwhile, it has also pointed out a handful 
of gaps, including “policy responses addressing risks need to be coordinated across different 
bodies that emit the responses,” “more multi-stakeholder bodies need to be built,” and a “more 
systematic approach to evidence-based policymaking and monitoring & evaluation is needed.”  

Shortly after this analytical piece, OECD also published the “Recommendation of the Council 
on Children in the Digital Environment (2021)” around four sections: 1) “Setting principles for 
ensuring a safe and beneficial digital environment”; 2) “Setting an overarching policy 
framework”; 3) “Promoting international co-operation”; and 4) “Establishing guidelines for digital 
service providers”.122 

In 2021, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child adopted the General Comment 25 in 
2021, which embeds children’s rights online into its larger framework. The comment has not 
only raised awareness of the risks children face online, but also places responsibility on 
countries and businesses to take action to address those risks. It targets key stakeholders to 
acknowledge the importance of child rights in digital environments. And it reaffirms the 
foundational principles of children’s rights, including their right to protection from abuse, 
exploitation, and other forms of violence on the internet. 

Most national frameworks have adopted definitions from the UN Convention on the Rights of 
the Child, the Luxembourg Guidelines (2016) and other articles mentioned above to reach a 
consensus with the ICT industry on a range of fundamental definitions concerning child online 
protection, including and are not limited to “child,” “child user,” “CSAM/CSEM (child sexual 
abuse material/child sexual exploitation material)” and scope and nature of “internet service 
providers.” 123 124 125 

 

 
121 OECD, "Protecting Children Online: An Overview of Recent Developments in Legal Frameworks and Policies.” 
122 OECD, Digital Security Risk Management. 
123 UNGA Res. No 44/25 (See footnote 123). 
124 ECPAT, Luxembourg Guidelines: Terminology Guidelines for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (2016), 
https://ecpat.org/luxembourg-guidelines/. 
125 For instance, the European Union’s new regulation to prevent child sexual abuse (2022) has adopted the definition of “child” as “any 
natural person below the age of 18 years”, “child user” as “a natural person who uses a relevant information society service and who is a 
natural person below the age of 17 years”, and “child sexual abuse” as “the online dissemination of child sexual abuse material and the 
solicitation of children” and outlined measures to contain identified, un-identified and new CSAM. Its definition of “internet service providers,” 
including “software application store, hosting service and internet access service,” is also consistent with the Council of the European 
Parliament.   
See European Commission, Brussels, Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament & of the Council Laying Down Rules to Prevent 
and Combat Child Sexual Abuse, COM(2022) 209 (May 2022), https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/21999285-proposal-for-a-
regulation-laying-down-rules-to-prevent-and-combat-child-sexual-abuse_en_0 
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b. G20 frameworks and international recommendations that engage industry to prevent child 
abuse and exploitation online 

The majority of G20 Members have aligned with ITU’s Child Online Protection Guideline for 
Policy Makers (2020), which recommends that policymakers require the industry to regularly 
access and report the extent of COP risks from its services, raise public awareness of COP 
challenges, and design services that are safe for children to use126.  

Following ITU’s Guidelines, "Regulators should conduct independent measurements and 
studies to assess how platforms report and deal with issues concerned with child protection”127, 
the EU’s new regulation to prevent child sexual abuse (2022)128 has required the providers of 
interpersonal communication services to “perform an assessment of the risk of misuse of their 
services, taking into consideration the content, contact, conduct and contract/consumer risks 
faced by child users”129 and “to adopt tailored and proportionate measures to mitigate the risks 
identified.”  

Following ITU’s Guidelines that recommend “governments to put in place complementary 
measures, including awareness-raising and social mobilization initiatives, education efforts and 
campaigns, and capacity-building of professionals working with and for children”130, the EU’s 
New Strategy for Better Internet for Kids (2022) has emphasized the role of the industry to 
“monitor the impact of the digital transformation on children’s well-being… invest in skills to 
increase awareness on children’s diverse needs.”131Similarly, Turkey has organized the Cyber 
Intelligence Contest, a training and awareness activity that aims to increase the number of 
individuals with cyber security awareness for primary, secondary and high school students.132 
Mexico launched the Micrositio Cibersecurity IFT to educate girls, boys, and adolescents 
(among other target audiences) on cybersecurity issues such as data privacy and 
cyberbullying by incorporating a range of visual materials (i.e. capsules, infographics, comics, 
tests, guides and statistics).133 Argentina initiated the “National Program for the Prevention 
and Awareness of Grooming or Cyberbullying against Girls, Boys and Adolescents.”134 

ITU and OECD have also outlined that the “Industry should adopt a safer by design approach to 
their products, services and platforms” and “provide age-appropriate family-friendly tools to help 
their users better manage the protection of their families online.”135 -136 Acting in concert with 
the advice, Members such as UK, China, and Australia have all highlighted policy requirements 

 
126 ITU, Guidelines for Policymakers on Child Online Protection 2020.  
127 ITU, Guidelines for Policymakers on Child Online Protection 2020, p. 33. 
128 European Commission, Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament & of the Council Laying Down Rules to Prevent and Combat 
Child Sexual Abuse, COM(2022) 209 (see footnote 133).  
129 To understand a detailed, most updated classification of online risks faced by children, please refer to the 4Cs framework outlined by Sonia 
Livingstone & Mariya Stoilova, “The 4Cs: Classifying Online Risk to Children”, CO:RE Short Report Series on Key Topics (2021), 
https://doi.org/10.21241/ssoar.71817.  
130 ITU, Guidelines for Policymakers on Child Online Protection, p30. 
131 European Commission, A Digital Decade for Children and Youth: the New European Strategy for a Better Internet for Kids (BIK+), COM(2022) 
212 (2022),p.15, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2022:212:FIN.  
132 Cyber Intelligence Contest,” Digital Transformation Office, Presidency of The Republic of Türkiye , accessed August 2, 2022, 
https://cbddo.gov.tr/en/projects/cyberintelligencecontest/. 
133“Niñas, Niños Y Adolescentes,” Cibersegurida,  Instituto Federal de Telecomunicaciones (IFT), accessed August 2, 2022, 
https://ciberseguridad.ift.org.mx/seccion/ninas_ninos_y_adolescentes. 
134 “The National Program for the Prevention & Awareness of Grooming or Cyberbullying Against Children & Adolescents ,” Centro de Estudios 
en Libertad de Expresión y Acceso a la Información (CELE), accessed August 2, 2022, https://observatoriolegislativocele.com/en/argentina-
national-program-for-the-prevention-and-awareness-of-grooming-or-cyberbullying-against-girls-children-and-adolescents-law-no-27590-
2020/. 
135 ITU, Guidelines for Policymakers on Child Online Protection, p35. 
136 OECD, Digital Security Risk Management. 
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in this area. For instance, UK’s Age-Appropriate Design Code (2019) requires providers to have 
“robust age-verification measures” and “to collect and retain only the minimum amount of 
personal data of children.”137 China’s Regulation on the Protection of Minors on the Internet 
(2022, WIP)138 specifies the responsibility of service providers to “design teenage-facing 
content on applications” and to “enable the guardians of child users to monitor and control the 
user's screen time, access to content and report risks.” Republic of Korea took a similar step in 
2021, launching a new master plan on the protection of children’s and adolescents’ personal 
information, which requires platforms to obey the “privacy by design” principle.139 

As a result of research and consultation, Australia’s eSafety Commissioner has developed 
three “Safety by Design” principles for digital industry to follow: 1) “Service provider 
responsibility”, which codified the responsibility of providers to ensure the safety of users and 
the necessary steps needed for a safe design; 2) “User empowerment and autonomy”, which 
placed the rights of users as consumers and human at the center of the digital platform’s 
(service or product) design and operation; 3) “Transparency and accountability”, which 
emphasized the need for platforms to act according to their published safety objectives, and 
to educate and empower users about steps they can take to address safety concerns.140 

 

c. G20 frameworks and international recommendations that engage industry to address COP 
challenges 

Members’ alignment with international standards and recommendations could also be found 
in establishing regulatory frameworks that require the industry to address a broader scope of 
child online protection related issues. Policy consensus emerges in areas such as requiring 
the industry to have an effective reporting mechanism and an efficient system to identify and 
remove illegal content.  

The ITU Guidelines for Policy Makers (2020) specify that the industry should provide readily-
available and age-appropriate mechanisms for their users to report issues and concerns with 
children-friendly instructions and code of conduct, and provide proactive reporting of abuse 
against children to detect, block, and remove abuse of children online.141 Members have 
likewise addressed all the regulatory needs.   

Regarding the need for the industry to establish a readily available and easily understandable 
reporting mechanism for users to report issues and have them timely addressed, China’s 
Regulation on the Protection of Minors on the Internet (2022, WIP) requested the service 
providers to “establish convenient, reasonable and effective channels for user to file reports, to 
promptly address them and publicize the results.”142 

Regarding the need for the industry to identify, block, and remove harmful and illegal content 
accessible by individuals including children online, Australia has launched the Online Safety 

 
137 European Commission, A Digital Decade for Children and Youth: the New European Strategy for a Better Internet for Kids (BIK+), COM(2022) 
212. (see footnote 140). 
138 Government of China, “Draft Regulations on the Protection of Minors on the Internet”, http://www.gov.cn/hudong/2022-
03/14/content_5678971.htm, accessed 1 Aug 2022. Originally titled “《未成年人网络保护条例（征求意见稿）》”, this regulation is a work-in-
progress document that is still being refined. Yet, it has contained several concrete policy requirements to address COP concerns.  
139 “Master Plan for Personal Information Protection,” Personal Information Protection Commission (PIPC), accessed August 2, 2022, 
https://pipc.go.kr/eng/user/lgp/pbp/mlp/masterPlan.do. 
140 “Principles and Background,” eSafety Commissioner (see footnote 127). 
141 ITU, Guidelines for Policymakers on Child Online Protection, p39. 
142 Government of China, “Draft Regulations on the Protection of Minors on the Internet.” 
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Act 2021, which requires digital industry to “develop new codes to regulate illegal and restricted 
content and activities, such as cyberbullying, videos showing the sexual abuse of children, and 
content that is inappropriate for children”.143 The Act enables Australia’s online safety regulator  
(the Australian eSafety Commissioner) to compel online service providers to quickly remove 
seriously harmful content within 24 hours of receiving a formal removal notice.144 145 

 

d. Lessons Learned 

For countries willing to establish a systematic COP framework from scratch, the following 10 
policy areas and actions could be considered: 1) legislation; 2) law enforcement; 3) regulation; 
4) monitoring and evaluation; 5) ICT industry; 6) reporting; 7) social services and victim 
support; 8) data collection and research; 9) education; 10) national awareness and capacity.146  

The below policy areas and actions could be considered along the different stages of 
addressing COP risks in collaboration with industry: 

First, countries could align the fundamental definitions and terminologies relevant to children's 
rights and child protection online with those validated by the international community. The 
foundation-laying ones include and are not limited to “child,” “child user,” “child safeguarding 
concerns,” “CSAM/CSEA”, “Notice and Takedown” and “internet service providers.” Countries 
may consider following the complete list of definitions from ITU’s guidelines (2020)147 and the 
Luxembourg Guidelines (2016).148   

Second, countries could adopt measures that request the industry to prevent COP risks, such 
as among others 1) Requiring service providers to regularly assess and report COP risks on 
their platforms/products; 2) Advising service providers to design and launch campaigns to 
raise public awareness on COP challenges and build capacity for users at large (children and 
adults) to address them. Digital literacy education and training programs that deliver such 
content would be highly appropriate; 3) Requiring service providers to follow a safe-by-design 
approach, installing effective mechanisms to make sure child users can access age-
appropriate content at a proper rate. Means could include an age-verification system, teenage-
browsing mode, parent-control tools, and user-friendly codes of conduct.  

Third, countries may consider establishing requirements for the private sector to address harm 
to children actively and promptly when it occurs. All-age-friendly reporting mechanisms 
embedded on products or services with scrutable instructions for any users to report incidents 
or concerns, and to have their concerns quickly addressed is necessary (the reporting system 
shall also have the necessary accessibility features for children with disabilities). Such 
mechanisms should not only include visible reporting features on the web, but also include 

 
143 Australian Government, Online Safety Act 2021, (76/2021), https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2021A00076. 
144 “Learn About the Online Safety Act,” eSafety Commissioner (Australian Government), accessed August 1, 2022, 
https://www.esafety.gov.au/whats-on/online-safety-act. 
145	Australia’s eSafety Commissioner was first established in 2015 as the Children's eSafety Commissioner. eSafety was the world's first 
dedicated government organisation established to keep citizens safe online. In 2017, the Australian Government expanded eSafety's remit to 
pursue online safety for all Australians. Recognising that all individuals can experience harms online, this included renaming the organisation 
the eSafety Commissioner. 
146 International Telecommunication Union (ITU), “Keeping Children Safe in the Digital Environment: The Importance of Protection and 
Empowerment”, (Geneva, ITU Publications, October2021), 
https://www.itu-cop-guidelines.com/_files/ugd/24bbaa_cf79ba8d5fdb4639af9b9a4237e07ad9.pdf.  
147 For instance, a comprehensive list of terminologies could be found on ITU, Guidelines for Policymakers on Child Online Protection, p.49-55.    
148 ECPAT, Luxembourg Guidelines: Terminology Guidelines for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (2016).  
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platforms such as a 24/7 national hotline that records illegal/inappropriate behaviors online, 
and links to the relevant law enforcement agencies trained to respond professionally and 
quickly.147  

Of the numerous areas and measures outlined above, countries may want to consider adopting 
and prioritizing areas and actions according to the national priorities and capacities and 
explore additional means to create a safe and empowering online environment for children 
and youth.  
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